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The topic of this paper is an analysis of the alleged success that Bill Clinton had in 1992 and 1996 among suburban voters and Al Gore’s similar success.  After reading the Schneider article, it is evident why Clinton's success among suburbanites was unexpected and why it is so significant for the Democratic party.  Yet, at the congressional level, Democrats have not been as successful as the President in suburban districts.  In fact, there are many house districts in which Clinton and Gore defeated their Republican opponents at the same time that the GOP candidate won for the House.  There are even a number of such districts where Clinton's total vote surpassed the GOP victor's total vote.  There are also a number of highly suburbanized districts in which Clinton and Gore lost.

This leads to a number of questions that I want you to try to answer in your essay.

· Why have Clinton/Gore been successful in the suburbs?  What is their formula or the basis of their appeal?  And what are the limits of their suburban appeal?  Can you get beyond sound bytes about "soccer moms" and produce some deeper analysis with real evidence?  Do the Republicans that win in these districts adhere to very conservative positions across the board, or are there particular types of issues that they seem to be in agreement with Clinton and Gore?  How do litmus test groups rate these House members?

· Are there particular kinds of suburbs, for instance, highest income or lower income, in which Clinton has been more successful?  Income isn't the only way to categorize suburbs; what about race or region.  Think like a detective!

You should have an understanding of the Democratic and Republican candidates (background, issue positions, fundraising) for the House in these suburban districts that yields an explanation of why the Republican won (and places this in a comparative context of previous elections in that district) and how the Republican's total vote compares with Clinton-Gore.  The more cases that you discuss (what in statistics is called a larger N), the less likely it is that your conclusions are biased by any single unusual case.  So looking at more than one suburban district is a better idea than looking at only one, and looking at the performances of multiple presidential candidates in those districts is better than looking only at one election, such as 1996.

What kinds of sources should I use?

1. The Almanac of American Politics, Politics in America, and Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report are reference sources that discuss the Congress, district by district.  Available in the reference section or on-line.

2. Other reference works in the reference section provide, district by district, discussions of House members and their PAC donors, ratings by various interest groups, etc.  An excellent approach to this project would be to join with a few fellow students and make an appointment with Carolyn Sanford, the Reference librarian.

3. Lexis-Nexis is an excellent newspaper and magazine search engine that can provide coverage not only of Clinton's electoral success in general (to help find out what journalists have thought of this phenomenon) but also coverage of individual suburban districts.  Either you have to read the directions for this search engine carefully or you have to ask for some instruction in the library.

4. The Political Science Department Web page has quite a list of on-line research resources.

5. Remember, the internet is a new tool that is very incomplete.  The vast majority of scholarship that has taken place in nearly all disciplines was conducted without the help of Google and Yahoo and is of much higher quality than the Drudge Report.

